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Featuring the new National Curriculum material from key
Australian Publishers direct to your classroom

Welcome.
Lighthouse Books understands that the selection of the right resources for your classroom are critical in the delivery of
great outcomes for your children. As such, we have compiled a list of resources of both new and “best sellers” for you to
consider ordering for your classroom in 2014. Order your class set by the 13th of December 2013 and get a 10% discount
on your class orders. Simply complete the order form inside and fax it to (08) 8356 4400, or visit our website for secure
online ordering...

www.lighthousebooks.com.au
K.W. Wholesale Stationers Pty Ltd

Get all of your student text books, e-books, workbooks and
stationery in one simple delivery!
Lighthouse Books and KW Wholesale Stationers are working
together to make Back to School ordering as simple as possible.
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ENGLISH
Pearson English 3-6 2014
Years 3 and 4 only
Pearson English is an extremely flexible
solution, allowing you to customise a
solution that suits you best! You can select
the mode of delivery to suit you from digital,
print or blended product solutions. You can
also choose your content from a variety of
topics – 8 per year level. Allowing for one
Pearson English topic per term, a selection
of eight allows you to pick relevant topics
which address the needs of your class and school. Plus you can
personalise students' learning pathways by selecting differentiated
texts and learning activities within each topic.

Targeting English Pascal Press
Targeting English student books feature 12
complete units that motivate students to
read and explore full-colour, real-life texts
encouraging students to read widely. A
comprehensive coverage of fiction and
nonfiction text types,
text study, comprehension strategies,
structured writing practice, plus grammar
and usage activities. Prepares students for
NAPLAN and other common tests
A dictionary of text types and a dictionary
of grammar and punctuation.
6 assessment tests.

COMPREHENSION
Comprehension Once a Week
Book 1-6
Each book within the Comprehension
Once a Week series, contains 33-35 units in
double-page spreads comprising a
stimulus and an activity page. An
enormous variety of text types is provided to
give students the opportunity to read, write
and
develop
higher
levels
of
comprehension.

Catching on to Comprehension
A-F
Catching on to Comprehension is an
exciting comprehension series that
provides full coverage of the English
comprehension skills needed in the
primary years.

GRAMMAR
Oxford Grammar 1-6
Oxford Grammar, Australian Curriculum
Edition, Years 1 to 6, explores each key
grammar feature, aligned to the Australian
Curriculum: English requirements, using a
variety of authentic literacy texts as
grammar models. Each book includes
'Extension and enrichment' units, a glossary
of grammar meta language and a handy
answers insert.

Primary Grammar Handbook
The Primary Grammar Handbook is the
essential reference resource for students in
the Middle and Upper Primary years, as
well as for teachers and parents.

Grammar Once a Week 1-6
Grammar Once a Week contains double
page units based on topics that allow for
integration with other curriculum areas.
Unit activities focus on sentence
development, punctuation, parts of speech
and word knowledge.

Grammar Conventions Bk 1-6
Australian Curriculum
Grammar Conventions is designed to
address the content
descriptions of the Australian Curriculum.
Both traditional and functional grammar
exercises are presented.
Complex grammar is treated in bite size
pieces, using a variety of
texts to consolidate the use of grammar in
context.
The series contains a broad range of
curriculum content, including punctuation.
Children and teachers love the engaging graphics and
diagrams designed to aid understanding.
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READING

SPELLING

Reading between the lines 1-6
The third series of the bestselling Reading
Between the Lines series contains a broad
and varied range of text types including
poems, short stories, recipes, postcards,
emails, news reports, invitations,
instructions for craft activities, maps and
tourist brochures to stimulate students.

Reading Conventions Bk 1-6
Australian Curriculum
Reading Conventions is specifically
designed to address the
content descriptions of the Australian
Curriculum.
The series has a major focus of developing
inferential reading skills.
Metacognitive strategies are included
along with all curriculum content.
Many types of beautifully presented texts
are used to expose
children to a wide variety of real-life learning situations.
Children and teachers love the engaging presentation and
activities presented in this series.

SPELLING
Spelling Matters 1-6
Spelling Matters brings you stimulating
and proven activities designed to enhance
spelling skills and strategies.
This highly successful spelling series
addresses the curriculum and provides
teachers and parents with a complete
yearly spelling program and homework
reinforcement activities in a single student
activity book. It's easy to implement, has
challenging elements for students who
need them and provides numerous revision
opportunities.

Spelling Skills Handbook
The Spelling Skills Handbook is a clear,
practical and comprehensive guide to
English spelling for middle and upper
primary. The emphasis is on simple
explanations of spelling rules, spelling
strategies, common errors, and spelling
patterns. The Spelling Skills Handbook can
be linked to whichever spelling series or
program your school is using, or can be
used at home for a variety of 'spelling tasks'.

Sound Waves Phonemic
spelling program
Your whole school phonemic approach to
spelling. Using the proven phonemic
approach, Sound Waves provides a
consistent spelling program from
Foundation to Year 7.Implement this proven
spelling approach into your classroom with
a choice of Student Workbooks, Teacher
Books, Sound Waves Online resources and
classroom resources such as flashcards,
student charts and much more.

Spelling Conventions Bk 1-6
Australian Curriculum
Spelling Conventions is specifically
designed to address the
content descriptions of the Australian
Curriculum.
As required by the national curriculum, the
series has a focus on high
frequency words, which are the words
children use in 80 to 90%
of their written and spoken language.
On top of this, there is a full phonics section
in each unit. The books
are easy to use for group work, or for the whole class.
Children and teachers love the innovative colour design and
great activities presented in this series.

MATHS
Oxford Big Ideas Maths F-6
Oxford
Oxford Big Ideas Mathematics is designed
to develop students’ knowledge, concepts,
skills and processes so they can make
meaningful
connections
with
mathematical concepts and the world
around them.
The program is developed as a wholeschool program and supports the
development
of
conceptual
understandings as students move along a
learning continuum, from Foundation to Year 6. Structured to ensure
that connections to the big ideas of mathematics are not left to chance.
And is designed to give students opportunities to be self-motivated,
confident learners through inquiry and active participation in the
experiences presented.
Oxford Big Ideas Mathematics aligns explicitly with the Australian
Mathematics Curriculum. The program:
• Is organised into the three Australian Curriculum: Mathematics
content strands: Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry
and Statistics and Probability, and addresses all sub-strands.
• Focuses on the four proficiency strands: Understanding, Fluency,
Problem Solving and Reasoning.
• Includes the use of knowledge and skills learned in other areas,
particularly in English, Science and History.
• Provides assessment tasks – Topic tests – that mirror the
experiences students have with national testing.
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MATHS
Maths Plus F-6 Oxford
Maths Plus is the number one primary
maths program in Australia. The series
offer whole-school maths solutions for
Australian primary schools.

Targeting Maths National Edition
(new) Pascal Press & Targeting
Mental Maths
The Complete Mathematics Program for
schools: Student Books, Teaching Guides,
Interactive CD-ROMs, Mentals workbooks
for home learning. Targeting Maths iPad
Apps combine to make Targeting Maths
the complete package! Easy
Implementation of the Australian
Curriculum: Content Descriptions and
Proficiency Strand Links on each page.
Targeting Maths includes an Integrated
Problem Solving Program that actively
builds students' problem-solving
capabilities. Regular Revision: Revision
pages appear at mid-term and at the end
of each term to revise key concepts.
NAPLAN*-style practice tests and midterm revision. Students improve their test
taking skills as they revise.

Problem Solved 1-6
Based on the Australian Curriculum, the
Problem Solved series provides students
with independent practice for solving
mathematical problems.
A variety of content areas are addressed,
allowing children to analyse, select and
apply a range of strategies.
Each unit is levelled, encouraging students
to work through tasks that become
progressively more complex, which in turn
allows them to gain confidence. These
engaging books are ideal for all students to use in the classroom, or as
an essential element of their homework routine.

MATHS
Australian Signpost Maths F-6
Pearson
Australian Signpost Maths 3 has been
updated and redesigned to reflect current
best practice in the teaching and learning of
maths concepts, activities and digital
technology. Written by Alan McSeveny and
his experienced author team, Australian
Signpost Maths provides a complete year's
work and addresses all aspects of the
Australian Mathematics Curriculum, including content and proficiency
strands.
All activities in this student book have been matched to the Australian
Curriculum content strands and develop students' conceptual
understanding, logical reasoning and problem solving. Worked
examples and explanations are given throughout the student book
where new ideas are introduced, and a maths pictorial dictionary is
provided to help students' digest new vocabulary. Open-ended problem
solving and inquiry-based investigations and activities are designed to
meet differentiated needs and learning styles. Exercises are carefully
graded and colour-coded by content strand.
The sequence of the units within this text are ordered in a suggested
teaching sequence, however a flexible structure has been provided to
suit you. Australian Curriculum references are on every lesson page to
allow you to link your planning to curriculum descriptors and specific
lesson plans.
Pages are clear and colourful throughout this book, and retain features
from previous Signpost editions including quirky, engaging cartoons
and illustrations which customers have come to know and appreciate.
Features Include:
• Provides a complete year's work with full coverage of the Australian
Curriculum.
• The Proficiency strands are explained in this Student Book.
• All activities have been matched to the content strands of the
Australian Curriculum: Mathematics, developing students'
conceptual understanding, logical reasoning and problem solving.
• Australian Curriculum references on every lesson page to allow you
to link your planning to curriculum descriptors and specific lesson
plans.
• Flexible structure and carefully graded exercises, colour-coded by
content strand.
• Clear, colourful pages throughout this student book, with quirky,
engaging cartoons and illustrations.
• Meaningful new icons identifying Concepts, Investigations, ICT use
and other activities.
• Open-ended problem solving and inquiry-based investigations and
activities designed to meet differentiated needs and learning styles.
• Provides a maths pictorial dictionary.
• A LiveText version of this student book is available with interactive
activities on the Interactive Whiteboard DVD.

iMaths Maths Program
The
ultimate
investigation-based
numeracy program. A comprehensive
Foundation to Year 7 maths program that
fully addresses the content and proficiency
strands of the Australian Curriculum.
Create your ideal maths program by
choosing from our range of classroom
products including Student Workbooks,
Teacher Books, Assessment Tracker Books
and iMaths Online resources.
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MATHS

ATLASES

Haese Maths Years 5-7

Oxford Atlases Project and Years
F-6

Haese Maths HomeWorkbooks
for Years 6 & 7

Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas series
provides engaging coverage of all the Years
F-2, 3-4 and 5-6 geography, history and
science Australian Curriculum content.

Haese Maths Worked Solutions
Book for Year 7.
Written for the Australian Curriculum,
each book has clear presentation,
highlighted key notes, graded exercises,
contextual problems, and review sets. For
teachers and students, the interactive CD
contains software packages,
demonstrations, printable worksheets,
games, and the SELF TUTOR feature.
HomeWorkbooks Years 6 and 7, and
Worked Solutions Year 7 are available.

Map Skills: Introduce, discover and explore
essential map-reading skills.
• Years F-2 introduce basic mapping skills
• Years 3-4 introduce students to
conventional map symbology
• Years 5-6 introduce more advanced map reading skills
Maps: Interact with world continent, country and state, natural and
human maps to research geographical, historical and scientific facts.
• Years F-2 introduce simple maps
• Years 3-4 include more detailed information
• Years 5-6 include detailed maps

Atlases Pearson Primary
The atlas contains detailed maps that are
supplemented by wonderful photographs.
In addition, the atlas has extra detail in the
Australian section, featuring key people
and places, tourist attractions, facts and
statistics for each state and territory.
There's also a regional focus case study
and detailed metropolitan area map with
satellite images at the same scale for every
state.

Heinemann Atlas 5th ed
Pearson

HOMEWORK
Oxford Homework Contracts K-6
The new edition of this highly successful
and comprehensive homework program
provides students with relevant homework
that reflects new curricula in Australia.

The unique features of the Heinemann
Atlas components let students use their
atlas more often and with more confidence.
The comprehensive Australian content
includes coverage of local geographical
issues and heritage, multicultural,
indigenous, mineral, urban growth and
land-use information. With a strong focus
on Australia, the Heinemann Atlas provides
over 100 pages of Australian content,
including heritage, multicultural and Indigenous information.

Behind the News Atlas Pearson
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This comprehensive resource assists
students to investigate and learn more
about their global community. By
addressing the issues affecting today's
world, Behind the News Primary Atlas
generates discussion and prompts
research in the classroom, creating an
environment that encourages student
participation.
Features include:
• Key curriculum concepts, enriched
through investigation and analysis.
• Thematic spreads on issues affecting Australia and the world, such as
water resources, environments in danger, global warming and space
exploration.
• Gate-fold illustrated glossary of the Earth’s natural features.
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DICTIONARIES

DICTIONARIES

Oxford Dictionaries R-7
Oxford University Press’ range of Australian primary school dictionaries
have all been compiled specifically with the needs of Australian primary
school students in mind. Each dictionary draws its ultimate authority
from the vast resources of the Oxford English Dictionary and its
continually updated database, with Australian material drawn from the
Australian National Dictionary and the database of Australian English
maintained by the Australian National Dictionary Centre in Canberra.
The dictionaries are then edited according
to the needs of each age level and the
demands of the curriculum, covering the
Lower, Middle and Upper Primary years.

The First Australian Dictionary
The most comprehensive and up to date
lower-primary dictionary available in
Australia jam-packed with features to
encourage confidence in Australian
primary school students learning to use a
dictionary for the first time.

The Middle Primary Dictionary
Australia's most comprehensive Middle
Primary dictionary, covering all the latest
words students need to know, and
featuring a special study section. Special
Study Pages in the centre of the dictionary
contain fun information about words and
grammar, a map of Australia showing the
Aboriginal languages that have given us
some of our words, and a table of handy
hints for spelling.
• Over 25,000 bold, blue headwords with
simple and concise definitions
• Example sentences to show words in context
• Pronunciation guide given for difficult or unusual words

The Australian Primary
Dictionary Third Edition
The Australian Primary Dictionary clearly
defines the words that children aged 10–12
are likely to encounter in their reading or
want to use in their writing. Great care has
been taken to include words from a range
of subject areas, to provide help right
across the curriculum.
• Over 25,000 headwords
• Highlighted usage boxes help clarify
points of confusion about some words
• An alphabet strip on the edge of each page is tinted at the relevant
letter, so it can be used as a thumb index
• Parts of speech, plurals and derivatives written out in full to help with
grammar
• Word origins are provided for borrowings from Aboriginal languages
• A map at the back shows the location of the 22 Aboriginal languages
referred to in this dictionary
• Other appendices include floral emblems, English terms,
mathematical terms, computers and technology, Aboriginal words,
human body, civics and citizenship, common prefixes, and common
suffixes
• Pronunciation given for words which may cause problems, using a
simple respelling system which avoids symbols.

The Australian Advanced
Dictionary
This new dictionary is user-friendly,
comprehensive and specifically compiled
for Upper Primary students. With over 50,000
headwords it covers contemporary
Australian terms and includes new words
from the areas of environment, technology,
popular culture, science, medicine,
economics and food.
• Over 50,000 headwords with each
headword and derivative highlighted for
easy recognition
• Covers contemporary Australian terms and includes new words from
the areas of environment, technology, popular culture, science,
medicine, economics and food
• Contains hundreds of encyclopaedic entries including countries,
cities, rivers, seas and mountains, along with biographical entries for
significant figures from history, politics, art, literature, music and
science
• Appendices include a special 32-page grammar and reference guide
along with lists of Australian and world leaders

Oxford Primary Grammar,
Punctuation, and Spelling
Dictionary
With a clear, colour layout and quirky bird
character to make it fun to use, the book is
in two parts. The first part is a reference
section of simple rules, tips, and examples
to improve literacy skills for the test at the
end of primary school. This divides into
three sections - Grammar, Punctuation, and
Spelling. The second part is an easy-to-use
alphabetical word list of common tricky
words, with inflections, but no meanings. This list highlights, using
analysis from the Oxford Children's Corpus, words that are most
frequently misspelt by this age group (age 8+), to target and rectify
these common mistakes. There are helpful tips to guide the user around
the alphabetical list to the word they are looking for, and notes at key
words to aid correct spellings. It is a valuable resource for preparation
for the new KS2 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Test that occurs
every May in schools. Online spelling lists, punctuation, and grammar
activities are also available for easy practice at home or as part of lesson
starters or as homework.
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YEAR 7 WORKBOOKS
Pearson Mathematics - Year 7
Follows the Australian Curriculum for
Mathematics. It has been strategically
designed to attract maximum student
engagement,
develop
a
deep
understanding of key concepts and skills,
and to encourage inquiry and problem
solving.
This student book provides you with
extensive material, with a collection of
maths games, investigations, problem
solving tasks, revision activities, practice questions and technology
explorations. Additionally, a mini, re-usable whiteboard has been
provided, in the back of Pearson Mathematics student book for Year 7,
to help encourage active participation from your students. All exercises
within the student books are split into the Australian Curriculum
proficiency strands: fluency, understanding and reasoning. You’ll also
find open-ended questions that encourage creative maths thinking.
Accuracy has been observed by this series, with experienced teachers
carefully checking every question within Pearson Mathematics - up to
five times!
Features include:
• Student-friendly content and layout to engage all students
• Content written by teachers for 'classroom ready' guarantee
• Content reviewed thoroughly by experienced maths teachers,
checking every question to ensure accuracy
• Carefully aligned to meet all Australian Curriculum for Mathematics'
requirements, with all exercises split into the proficiency strands:
fluency, understanding and reasoning
• Focused on developing your students' understanding of key concepts
and skills
• Open-ended questions that encourage creative maths thinking
• Aims to encourage inquiry and problem solving in your students
• Extensive material, including maths games, investigations, problem
solving tasks, revision activities, practice questions and technology
explorations
• Pearson Mathematics student book for Year 7 includes a mini, reusable whiteboard to help encourage active participation from your
students

YEAR 7 WORKBOOKS
Pearson Geography - Year 7
Designed for ease of reading with doublepage spreads and prominent images
selected specifically to appeal to students.
A literacy review of the student book was
conducted to ensure a close connection
between text and images was attained and
sentence structure and language choice
was appropriate. The Student Books also
have small chunks of text with lots of
headings for easy digestion, and many
images, maps and illustrative material.
Features include:
• Written specifically for the Australian Curriculum: Geography
• Engaging design and easy to navigate
• Literacy review has been undertaken
• Blooms question format

Pearson English - Year 7
Exposes students to the richness of the
English language. Written and presented
in a student-friendly manner, the student
book encourages engagement with the
content and the topics. Significant care
has been given to the selection of
resources and accompanying tasks to
ensure that they meet the demands of all
strands and content descriptions of the
Australian Curriculum for English. All
chapters have been audited against yearlevel descriptions, general capabilities and cross-curricular dimensions
to make sure that they comply in a pedagogically appropriate way.
Features include:
• Student-friendly content and layout to engage students
• Content written by teachers for 'classroom ready' guarantee
• Bloom's Taxonomy incorporated to scaffold student learning
• Over 380 texts, including innovative new text types to aid visual
learning
• Carefully aligned to meet all demands from the Australian Curriculum
for English

Pearson Science - Year 7

Pearson History - Year 7

Designed for an inquiry approach to
science learning. Its engaging design,
unambiguous features and clear, easy-tounderstand language make this a valuable
resource for students of all interests and
abilities. This text includes content and
activities that enhance the development of
the Achievement Standards, and are
presented within the context of the three
interrelated strands of Science Inquiry
Skills, Science as a Human Endeavour and
Science Understanding. The content of Pearson Science student book
for Year 7 is presented through a range of contexts to engage students
and assist them to make connections between science and their lives.
The Cross-curriculum priorities and General Capabilities are addressed
throughout the series.
Features include:
• Student-friendly content and layout to engage all students
• Content written by teachers for 'classroom ready' guarantee
• Carefully aligned to meet all demands from the Australian Curriculum
for Science
• Encourages students to see relationship between science and their
everyday lives
• Part of a rich content series, which supports both student and teacher
with abundant multimedia materials

Ensures you have the Australian
Curriculum covered – with all chapters
clearly organised into the Overview and
Depth Study areas of the History
Curriculum. Using an inquiry-based
approach, all questions throughout the
book are built around Bloom’s revised
taxonomy, with a carefully selected blend of
text and source material for ultimate
accessibility and engagement for all types
of learners.
Features include:
• Student-friendly content and layout to engage all students with a
mixed media content
• Content written by teachers for 'classroom ready' guarantee
• Carefully aligned to meet all requirements from the Australian
Curriculum for History
• Seamless interweaving of the two strands: Historical Knowledge and
Understanding and History Skills
• Content built around the inquiry process
• Learning activities based on Bloom's hierarchy
• Emphasis on the use of authentic historical sources throughout
• Specially commissioned content on Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander history written by the National Museum of Australia
• Part of a rich content series, which supports both student and teacher
with abundant multimedia materials
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YEAR 7 WORKBOOKS

YEAR 7 WORKBOOKS

Big Ideas Science

Big Ideas English

Research shows that students can have
greater success in their studies when the
information they learn is connected to key
concepts. The Australian Curriculum:
Science has identified nine key science
concepts or big ideas that are developed
through the curriculum content. It is
expected that by the end of Year 10, all
students will have an understanding of
these big ideas. Each chapter in the Oxford
Big Ideas Science series is engineered to
build understanding of these big ideas.

Oxford Big Ideas English is a series for
junior English specifically written for the
Australian Curriculum. It offers an
innovative approach based on conceptual
learning that encourages students’ thinking
by exposing them to a wide range of texts in
different modes and from different cultural
contexts.

Big Ideas Maths
Big Ideas History

The Oxford Big Ideas History series
provides a framework for developing
students’
historical
knowledge,
understanding and skills through inquiry
questions and the use and interpretation of
sources. The Australian Curriculum:
History also identifies key inquiry questions
or big ideas and core historical concepts
and skills to be explored at each year level.
Every chapter in the series mirrors this
approach to ensure students develop deep
learning of these big ideas, concepts and skills. The exciting Oxford Big
Ideas History series will motivate and engage students. Its wide range
of activities and sources will allow students to be successful in the
history classroom and support their independent study.

Big Ideas Geography
• Oxford Big Ideas Geography explicitly
integrates content and skills from both
strands of the Australian Curriculum
Geography:
• Geographical
Knowledge
and
Understanding
• Geographical Inquiry and Skills.
• Provides comprehensive coverage of
‘Concepts for geographical understanding’
– concepts are clearly explained and
supported with worked examples, then revisited with increasing
complexity throughout each chapter to reinforce student
understanding.
• Organises learning around meaningful inquiry-based questions, or
big ideas, that are closely mapped to the content of the Australian
Curriculum: Geography.
• Provides a complete teaching and learning program from Year 7 to 10
across a range of print, digital, and blended resources.

Big Ideas Geography|History
Oxford Big Ideas Geography | History
Australian Curriculum provides complete
coverage of Australian Curriculum:
Geography and Australian Curriculum:
History across Years 7 to 10. Each level is
packaged in a way that:
• supports the full delivery of all course
content within the available class time
• enables teachers to adopt a semesterised
approach or deliver discrete year-long
courses
• provides interim Civics & Citizenship and Commerce units for schools
(in digital format only), until final ACARA syllabus is released.

Oxford Big Ideas Mathematics develops a
rich understanding of mathematical
concepts through discover, explore and
connect activities, promotes deep,
transferable knowledge and skills with
explicit links to the Australian Curriculum,
organises learning around the 'big ideas' of
mathematics and builds on existing
understandings.

Oxford English 1
Oxford English is a new series for the
Australian Curriculum: English. This
blended print and digital title has a strong
emphasis on the language and literacy
strands of the Australian Curriculum:
English and provides students with a firm
grounding in grammar and language use.
The Oxford English series offers:
• integrated coverage of the Australian
Curriculum: English for years 7–10
• 25 focused units per book, covering
grammar, punctuation, comprehension,
reading, writing, spelling and vocabulary
• a wealth of engaging literary, non-literary and digital texts used as
stimulus
• a flexible format with room for student answers in the write-in
workbooks, or in the accompanying digital obooks
• extensive literature material including a range of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and Asian texts, as well as those that link to the
sustainability cross-curricular priority.

English Skills Builder 1
The Australian Curriculum edition of the
English Skills Builder series sees these
best-selling skills resources fully revised to
address the three English strands of
Language, Literacy and Literature.
Designed to complement any English
program, this series will teach and reinforce
the skills that students need at junior
secondary level. Each workbook is divided
into 50 units, and content explores different
aspects of language use as well as different
text types and genres.
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